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Historical thinking can help students
understand contemporary issues, such
as the heated debates that erupted in
Herouxville, Quebec, when its town

council developed a controversial code
of behaviour for immigrants.
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The Conque8t: a hi8torical controver8Y

A historical controversy is one that surrounds the
interpretation of certain past events by historians. The
consequence of the British Conquest for the society of

New France is a good example.
There are several schools of thought on this topic. For instance,

the Montreal and Quebec City historical schools propose different
interpretations of the results of the same event. In general, the
Montreal school, which includes historians such as Michel Brunet,
Maurice Seguin, and Guy Fregault, proposes a more traditional
vision of the effects of the Conquest on the Quebec society 
namely, that Quebec must fight to conserve its francophone origins.
The Quebec City school includes historians such as Fernand Ouellet
and Jean Hamelin, who interpret the Conquest less as the beginning
of a struggle between two peoples and more as one of many events

that have contributed to creating modern Quebec.
There are two objectives to teaching the Conquest based on

the controv~rsies surrounding it: For one, studying the different
schools of thought helps students understand that history is not
a unique and true description of the past, but instead involves the
interpretation of past events and their consequences for the present.
This gives meaning to historical thinking; students learn to question
the various interpretations while developing their own personal
comprehension of the event.

The other objective is to help students understand the influence
history has on their everyday lives. The historical interpretation
of the Conquest continues to have a significant impact on Quebec
society today, particularly in the political debates surrounding
independence.



:Fir~tNation~ land claim~: a ~tandard controver~v..

The controversy surrounding First Nations land claims is anexample of a standard controversy. Standard controversiesoriginated in the past, but their effects , \, ~.1'"'"
1 .. 11 "1..'\:

are still felt in the present. For instance, claims \:f ..'$~~",~regarding ancestral hunting, fishing, and gather- ,\",~'

ing rights cannot be explained in detail without \~~~'" '.
first looking to the past. In addition, the positions . ~:;~~

adopted on these issues depend in large part on ~-;-;';the importance given to past events. ~~i. .
Standard controversies therefore consist of

a double controversy - a historical controversy k~~ ..•.
and a future controversy. In this example, the ~

historical controversy revolves around how to

interpret past relations between Europeans

and aboriginal peoples. The future controversy

regards actions to be carried out in the future.

Because standard controversies can have a great impact

on people's values and emotions, they can be
difficult to introduce into a classroom. A historical

controversy such as the location' of the Viking

site of Vinland is unlikely to lead to a heated

argument among secondary school students. But

First Nations land claims may spark passionate

debates, particularly if a student's community is

directly affected.

Standard controversies are rewarding

because they can sharpen students' awareness.

They start thinking about the way a situation was

interpreted in the past and how that influences a

position held in the present.

Standard controversies, such as aboriginal land claims,
often spark passionate debates in classrooms .
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Canadian immigration: a potential controver~y

Potential controversies are present-day situations that will
have an impact on the future. Immigration is one example.

It's controversial because decisions made today affect

the kind of society we will have in the future. When looking at this

from a historical perspective, students see the consequences of past

decisions made about immigration - and they can see how those
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compare with the situation today. They can consider the similarities

and differences over time and in changing societies.

Teaching history therefore promotes student involvement 

students understand not only that the past can be interpreted in

many ways; they also learn that the past has an impact on both the

present and the future.

Quebec society was polarized by the
"reasonable accommodation" debate.
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